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Introduction:
Dibit Network is DIBIT is a network of independent nodes that provide a decentralized
encrypted database service and secure platform on Binance Smart Chain. With that maintains
the same and tested and true liquidity protection mechanism that is so important for investors.
The Dibit Network team has a lot of people interested in trading using a decentralized
databes, but currently the transaction fees are high, so DIBIT Network will solves the main
problem that decentralized finance faced in recent past. Our main aim is to run a
Decentralized Trading Protocol on the BSC Network that will allow users to transact their
Funds easily. It works on the simple principal of the normal trading system but in a safe and
hassle freeway. We Pledge to provide prominent and the best service to the users who put out
their trust on us. We aim in such a way that our Platform will be used as the symbol to
resemble safe and secure trading Experience.
DIBIT Network is a platform for the future of funding that is built on top of the Binance smart
chain. It accelerates growth of start-up companies by offering tools and services that save
both time and resources.
Our Story:
Several years ago, the conversation within the crypto community was a picture of idealism
and hope for a brighter, more equitable future. The artisan in a third-world country able to be
paid what her work is worth. The young family storing their wealth in a system free from the
legacy of Wall Street cronyism. The programmer creating a revolutionary dApp on the
blockchain.
With mainstream attention and barriers to access dissolved in recent years, crypto culture has
become a swirling vortex of hype, high-risk schemes, and predatory behavior. One of the few
remaining digital wild wests, the token space is buoyed by humor, excitement, and
speculative assets. Today, Dibit Network harnesses the enthusiasm and emotion of the crypto
space and brings it back to the altruistic core. By marrying the personal incentive with the
charitable act, Dibit Network elevates the crypto community and makes philanthropy and
humanitarian perspective once again part of the crypto narrative. This is capital that would
have never seen its way to a charitable organization, and now unites the community into
something for the greater good.
Embracing its roots in decentralized exchanges and finacial security, Dibit Network aims to
ease the suffering of millions. This begins by participating in fruitful discussions with
charitable organizations, educating them about the cryptocurrency space, and opening the gate
for real-world charitable endeavors to embrace the blockchain. Through passive transaction
fees and active giving, Dibit Network exposes charitable causes to a world of untapped
capital, and the crypto audience to a world of good.
Our Motivation:
The dual chain architecture of BSC allows its users to effectively develop and build their own
decentralized apps (dApps) and also digital assets on one blockchain. This is one feature that
Dibit Network development targets. Moreover, dApps build on this smart chain can take
advantage of this fast trading platform to exchange tokens just as fast between one another.

BSC is fully compatible with DIBIT token. It also supports one of the most popular DeFi
wallets, MetaMask. It includes pre-integrated pricing oracles (such as ChainLink), which are
essential for many sorts of dApps. Switching from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain has
never been easier thanks to this degree of compatibility. BEP-20 token hosted on BSC allows
for blockchain bridging.
Ideal:
The concept behind Dibit Network is one that is highly scalable and promising and also
incredibly approachable to consumers. By finding the ‘equi-foci’ where online experience
with its fun meet with the ever-growing valuation of cryptocurrency, Dibit Network stands
out in a space that is immensely populated with lackluster and randomization. With the
exception of a few innovative experiments, few blockchain initiatives have attempted to
market themselves to anyone other than high-value investors or crypto professionals. The
Dibit Network marketing plan also leverages the use of KOLs (influencers) in various Niches
and communities especially those connected in a way to the blockchain world. This provides
another route and opportunity to further take the Dibit Network to a wider audience and
introduce new users to DIBIT.
Additionally, Dibit Network solves a long-standing roadblock to the rise of digital
collectibles. Digital collectibles have a lot of promise, but they haven't yet shown to be
effective for one reason: Central Issuing Authority. When digital valuables are produced and
issued and the rarest or popular collectibles are identified, the inventor are not obligated to
stop there. When this happens, the value of the original tokens is diminished, and they may
become worthless or less valuable.
With Dibit Network, Developers are not a central authority in the release of collectibles. This
is based on the gameplay as there is already a maximum circulation limit for DIBIT tokens in
the Dibit Network universe. This prevents the possibility of having worthless tokens
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Market environment:
Decentralized Finance: the next big thing in Dibit Newtork is already, decentralized finance
(DeFi) has emerged as the most exciting innovation in binance smart chain. DeFi solutions
rely on smart contracts and blockchain technology to deliver financial instruments that are
mutualized, peer-to-peer, permissionless, and fully automated. These can be assembled into
even more complex solutions to further drive rapid innovation. DeFi solutions currently fall
into a few prominent categories.
These include:
• Prediction Markets (Gnosis and Augur)
• Collateralized Lending (Aave)
• Collateralized Stable Assets (DAI)
• Automated Market Makers (Pancakwswap, Uniswap)
• Derivatives (Synthetix and Opyn)
• Smart Contract Insurance (Nexus Mutual)
• Permissionless Aggregators (Zapper)
• Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are also now used to generate value from digital collectibles,
gaming tokens, digital art, and other goods and services in a permission less manner.
DeFi for Retail Users An Incredible Market Potential With its total value locked approaching
$20 billion, DeFi represents a fantastic opportunity for exponential growth in the coming
years. Up until recently, investments in cryptocurrencies were mostly limited to often
promising but fairly primitive instruments such as bearer assets and tokens. Whilst opening a
directional trade on the right volatile asset at the right time might prove profitable, these
strategies rarely allow for intelligent risk management.
As such, whilst the potentially high returns on offer through crypto-markets may have
attracted the curiosity of many retail users in recent years, the entailed risks and the lack of
instruments to handle them properly have kept most from venturing into these markets. DeFi,
however, has the potential to really shake up the status quo

Disclaimer:
The Dibit Network token is classified as a ‘Virtual Financial Asset’ in terms of the applicable
Finance ‘Virtual Financial Assets Act’ (Chapter 590 of the Laws of Europe) (the ‘VFA Act’)
The Dibit Network token have the characteristic required to be considered a transferable
security, money market instrument, unit in collective investment schemes, a digital currency,
commodity, security or any other form of investment in any jurisdiction.
This white paper is compiled in accordance with the requirements and provisions of the VFA
Act and is in the process of being registered with the relevant competent authority, the
European Financial Services Authority. As at the date of this white paper, no other
registrations, approvals or licensing requirements apply for the Dibit Network in terms of
applicable European law.
This white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offering document and is not a
solicitation for investment and does not constitute an offer of financial instruments, securities
to the public or a collective investment scheme. Any decision to purchase Dibit Network
tokens shall be based on consideration of this white paper as a whole.
The Issuer reserves the right to (i) make changes to this white paper and any documents
linked to the Dibit Network and/or holding and use of Dibit Network to ensure compliance
with the applicable regulatory requirements and (ii) , do all that is necessary to be in
compliance with any regulatory requirements, including but not limited to, interrupting,
suspending or ceasing the operations or trading of the Dibit Network if deemed necessary at
the Issuer’s sole discretion.
It is solely up to you to ensure that no prior or subsequent approval, notification, registration
or license is needed or if such is needed, it is solely up to you to obtain such prior or
subsequent approval, notification, registration or license or require any form in the country
where you are a citizen, national, resident or having a similar connecting factor, or
incorporated, registered or effectively managed, and the Issuer shall not in any way be liable
for any non-conformity of the above by you.
This white paper, the Dibit Network tokens and/or the holding, use and trading of the Dibit
Network carries no rights, whether express or implied, other than for their use on the
decentralized platforms and trading on cryptocurrency exchanges, Dibit Network tokens do
not represent or confer any ownership right or stake, share or security or equivalent rights,
intellectual property rights or any other form of participation relating to the Issuer. Dibit
Network do not give you any entitlement to acquire any such interest or entitlement in respect
of the Issuer.
The administrator of the Issuer, as identified in the Considerations section of this white paper,
are the persons responsible for the information contained in this white paper. To the best of
the knowledge and belief of the administrators of the Issuer (who have all taken reasonable
care to ensure such is the case), the information contained in this white paper is in accordance
with the facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information.

